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ABSTRACT
Voice Assistants (VAs) are becoming a regular part of our daily life.
They are embedded in our smartphones or smart home devices.
Just as natural language processing has improved the conversation
with VAs, ongoing work in speech emotion recognition also sug-
gests that VAs will soon become emotion- and personality-aware.
However, the social implications, ethical borders and the users’
general attitude towards such VAs remain underexplored. In this
paper, we investigate users’ attitudes towards and preferences for
emotionally aware VAs in three different cultures. We conducted
an online questionnaire with N = 364 participants in Germany,
China, and Egypt to identify differences and similarities in atti-
tudes. Using a cluster analysis, we identified three different basic
user types (Enthusiasts, Pragmatists, and Skeptics), which exist in
all cultures. We contribute characteristic properties of these user
types and highlight how future VAs should support customizable
interactions to enhance user experience across cultures.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in inter-
action design;
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1 INTRODUCTION
The recent advances in artificial intelligence (AI), speech recogni-
tion and synthesis, as well as natural language processing have
sparked the widespread use of voice assistants (VAs) in our daily
life. VAs exist in both mobile and stationary devices which means
they are potentially always in our vicinity. Voice interfaces use an
intuitive and natural form of interaction, inspired by human-human
communication. In specific contexts, they have advantages over
other interfaces such as keyboard and mouse, or touch displays.
Voice interfaces keep the users’ hands and eyes free for other tasks.
They require no space for interaction, are hygienic as there is noth-
ing to touch, and they are claimed to be easy to operate as they
work with natural language. While the quality of voice recogni-
tion and synthesis is crucial, it is merely one of several relevant
aspects of voice-based interaction. Prior work showed that users’
perception of a voice plays a significant role [48]. Users tend to
intuitively react to the human-like features of a computer voice as
if they would interact with a human [36, 48, 57]. This inspired the
development of technologies such as Google Duplex [37] where the
VA has a natural-sounding human voice instead of a robotic one.
If it becomes almost impossible to distinguish a computer voice
from a real person, this creates a range of new challenges, such as
calibrating trust and expectations.
Existing research asks to consider social and psychological factors,

including affect and emotion, trust, credibility, and the relational
context [65, 67]. Additionally, emotion- and personality-awareness
are substantial for a natural conversation between humans; conse-
quently, there is a vast body of research in the HCI community to
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achieve these abilities also for voice interfaces [5, 64, 65]. However,
there are still many open questions on the topic, such as the users’
acceptance of such a technology, the details on how the voice as-
sistant should react to the users’ emotions, and potential ethical
borders. Moreover, the answers to some of these questions will
vary with other social aspects, such as education level, gender, age
group, and culture.
Previous work on VAs reveals a gap in identifying and understand-

ing diverse user groups. As these technologies are now adopted
worldwide and used across cultures, identifying specific user groups
could reveal design needs and concerns among these specific groups.
We set out to identify similarities among users across cultures to
identify culture-independent user groups. Therefore, we investigate
users’ preferences and attitudes towards emotion- and personality-
aware VAs across German, Chinese, and Egyptian users. In particu-
lar, we address these research questions:

• RQ1: What is the general attitude of users towards emotion-
and personality-aware VAs?

• RQ2: How do different cultures influence the preferences
regarding VAs?

• RQ3: How does gender influence the preferences regarding
VAs?

• RQ4: Can we identify culture-independent user groups?

2 RELATEDWORK
Our work builds upon previous work on 1) voice assistants and
voice AI, and 2) studying diverse user groups. We will therefore
address these two fields of related work.

2.1 Voice Assistants and Voice AI
2.1.1 Advanced Voice Assistants. When research on voice-based di-
alogue systems started more than 40 years ago, the main challenge
was understanding spoken words and synthesizing voice output.
Four decades later, and with the basic technical challenges solved,
voice assistants have become part of the real-life of families [27, 54],
and we can move on towards making conversations with VAs more
similar to human-human conversations. This includes even the
ability to understand dialects, which is achieved by methods based
on phonetic posteriorgrams [71] or deep learning algorithms [1, 21].
There is research on emotion recognition in speech [34, 56] and
emotion synthesis in voice [4, 55]. AffectAura [43] is one of the first
emotion-aware assistants that automatically collects emotional cues
over a longer period of time to help users reflect on their emotional
well-being. Future voice assistants may also perceive users’ person-
alities and adapt their own, based on personality detection [41, 53]
and synthesis [3]. Additionally, voice assistants may eventually be
able to track mental health based on speech signal analysis [6, 63]
and diagnose mental disorders.

2.1.2 Our relationship with Voice Assistants. Clark et al. [9] have
found a clear distinction in the expectation of users between con-
versing with a purely functional assistant and establishing a rela-
tionship with a separate entity, where the functional viewpoint is
clearly dominating these days. In our approach, we make a step to-
wards designing the new genre of conversation which is suggested
there: Designing voice assistants in a way that they do not try to

replace a human counterpart but optimize a functional conversa-
tion towards higher trust and less friction. According to Nass et
al. [47] users tend to ascribe personality to computers even if the
computer does not possess any personality traits. This is also called
the ELIZA effect, named after one of the first conversational agents
from the sixties [68]. Emotion- and personality-aware VAs have the
potential to improve Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), as for ex-
ample shown by McDuff et al. [22]: Emotion-aware voice assistants
can help users to reflect on their feelings and become more self-
aware, which can lead to improved well-being and mood [28, 61].
Agents designed according to psychological models of personality
have been studied for instance by McRorie et al. [44], and a more
recent model has been developed by Völkel et al. [66]. Virtual as-
sistants that show certain personality traits are perceived as more
trustworthy [5, 72] and in driving situations they can increase the
safety by reducing stress [5, 23]. The personality aspects of current
voice assistants are the same for all users, although Braun et al. [5]
showed that users benefit more from using voice assistants when
their personalities match. Klein et al. [35] presented a survey on
user acceptance for such VAs for a German user group, but focused
mostly on concerns about privacy issues. In our work, we try to
improve their work by investigating the attitude toward VAs’ ca-
pabilities regarding emotions and personality for users on three
continents.

2.1.3 Voice AI. Combining the power of artificial intelligence and
conversational agents, we may arrive at hyper-personalized, intel-
ligent agents as proposed by Zhou et al. [72]. Current prototypes
of such conversational agents are still based on textual interaction
but make use of indicators for personality, and therefore may soon
be able to replace a conversation screening for personality in a
human resources department. In our work, we do not follow these
thoughts much further, but rather focus on the aspect of how users
perceive such emotion- and personality-sensitive agents.

2.2 Studying Diverse User Groups
It has been recognized in HCI that often a one-size-fits-all approach
is insufficient when trying to optimize the user experience for
diverse user populations [10, Chapter 3]. Understanding different
user groups with their specific needs and preferences will lead to
more specific interface designs and address each group better. Users
might differ by basic demographic parameters such as age, gender
or education, but also by more complex constructs, such as their
cultural background. We will first summarize how culture is (not
so much) addressed in existing research, and then briefly discuss
general approaches to categorizing users.

2.2.1 Cultural Characteristics. Technologies such as voice assis-
tants are used worldwide in many different markets. However, they
are mostly designed in Western countries for Western users [40].
In HCI studies, Western participants are over-represented since
73% of all study findings are based on Western participant samples.
Especially African countries, but also other areas of the world are
poorly represented. HCI in China has experienced relatively slow
progress in the last decades [62] and Ma et al. [38] showed that
China is also generally lacking research in the field of HCI. In addi-
tion, culture itself as a topic of HCI is far from being mainstream.
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While psychology researched cultural constants and variations [15]
as early as 1971 (see [45] for a review), the first approaches to inter-
cultural HCI studies are from 1997 [16], followed by a number of
theoretical frameworks [11, 24, 59, 60], as well as pairwise com-
parisons of two cultures as in [17, 19]. A famous framework for
inter-cultural comparison was proposed by Hofstede [25] which
was used for cross-cultural comparison of consumer behavior [12].
However, according to Kamppuri et al. [32], human factors studies
should understand how culture and technology interact instead of
simply comparing two cultures. We therefore decided to run our
study in Africa, Asia and Europe, and not to focus on the differ-
ences between cultures, but to watch out for commonalities and
the relation between culture and culture-independent user groups.

2.2.2 User Groups. Users can be grouped by a wide range of char-
acteristics besides culture. Wisniewski et al. [69] categorized users
into six profiles depending on their sharing and privacy attitudes
on Online Social Networks (OSNs) and offered design implications
for each user group. Omidvar-Tehrani et al. [49] developed an in-
teractive framework (IUGA) that explores the user space based on
group discovery primitives by creating labeled groups for similar
types of users. User groups are created based on the collected user
data that consists of basic demographic attributes (such as gender,
age, native language) as well as of user interests. To form a user
group, multiple users need to exhibit identical values for some of
the attributes [49]. The user modeling community has developed a
range of approaches for describing such groups of users (see, for
example, Fischer [18] for a conceptual and Frias-Martinez et al. [20]
for a technical overview).

3 QUESTIONNAIRE DEVELOPMENT
We asked for agreement or disagreement on a 5-point Likert scale
for the majority of questions, using statements that were written
in an unprejudiced manner. We only utilized a 7-point Likert scale
for the general acceptance question in order to obtain more precise
clustering of participants (see Figure 22). There were many choices
for certain questions’ viable responses. For every question, we
included a space for free text so that respondents can contribute
further information.

3.1 Determining Cultural Identity
Associating a person with a culture is a delicate task [26]. Nation-
ality is not a reliable criterion, as large nations can have several
cultures and some cultures spread over different nations, and mem-
bers of a culture can have nationalities which do not match their
culture. Participants may even have parents from two different cul-
tures or may currently live in a third culture. Therefore, we decided
to determine participants’ culture by asking for their mother tongue
since we considered this a strong indicator of their upbringing and
hence their cultural socialization.

3.2 Questionnaire Structure
For a systematic approach we analyzed the question space and iden-
tified three dimensions: a technology dimension, a social dimension,
and a contextual or situational dimension. In several interactive
brainstorming sessions, and from current discussions in the media,

such as the (default) gender of an assistant’s voice1, we derived 39
questions which filled the structure of the question space. The final
selection of questions is explained below.

3.2.1 Demographics. The questionnaire starts with the partici-
pants’ demographics. Besides the mother tongue, we asked for
age, gender, self-assessment of computer knowledge, and voice
assistants the participant had already used.

3.2.2 Technology Dimension. We structured the technology di-
mension along with seven categories: technology in general, voice
recognition, voice synthesis, emotion detection, emotion synthesis,
personality detection, and personality synthesis. These seven cat-
egories were later used to structure the questionnaire on the top
level (see Table 2).

3.2.3 Social Dimension. For the social dimensionwe chose the cate-
gories acceptance, interaction details, privacy and security, relation
to the voice assistant, and ethics/moral. Acceptance of the tech-
nology means whether users are looking forward to it, or whether
they are skeptical. The interaction details are questions on how to
implement a voice assistant, e.g., what voice to use and whether
the device should be configurable or self-adjusting. The privacy
and security category includes questions on identification by voice,
concerns on who has access to voice data, or competences of a voice
assistant (e.g., for money transfer). The relation category deals with
questions, such as whether a voice assistant should be a servant
or a friend, whether it should respect hierarchies in a family or
company, or whether it should be able to speak in the local dialect.
The ethics and moral category have questions on gender issues
or the usage of voice assistants by children, as Amazon’s Alexa
offers a child mode2. We also asked about ethical limits, such as
the usage of voices from people who passed away. Shortly after
our survey this topic also received attention in the media3. How-
ever, we decided not to ask questions on sex (flirting) and religion
(praying), which would potentially have made the questionnaire
inappropriate in some cultural contexts and might have endangered
response numbers.

3.2.4 Context Dimension. The context dimension ranges between
public and private, as users’ preferences may differ for a private
voice assistant in the private home, such as Alexa, or for a public
voice interface, for example, in an elevator. However, there are
situations which are neither private nor public. A guest present at a
private home, or the usage of a voice assistant with a mobile phone
while using public transport, makes the private voice assistant only
semi-private. Similarly, a public voice assistant becomes semi-public
if it is accessible only to a certain group of people.

3.2.5 Limiting Questionnaire Size. With seven categories in the
technology dimension, five in the social dimension, and four in the
context dimension, we would have arrived at a total of 140 (7×5×4)
questions if we had intended to ask about all combinations of as-
pects. For the selection of questions we focused on interaction and
1https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/22/world/siri-alexa-ai-gender-bias.html, last ac-
cessed July 6, 2022
2https://www.amazon.com/Echo-Dot-4th-Gen-Kids/dp/B084J4QQK1, last accessed
July 6, 2022.
3https://www.newyorker.com/culture/annals-of-gastronomy/the-ethics-of-a-
deepfake-anthony-bourdain-voice, last accessed July 6, 2022.
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chose fewer questions on personality, as this topic was researched
already by Völkel et al. [66]. Table 1 shows the resulting distribution
of questions over the question space categories. The final question-
naire is listed in Table 2. It had 46 questions, seven on demographic
data and 39 on user preferences. Participants were able to fill the
entire questionnaire within half an hour on average.

3.3 Recruitment of Participants and Data
Treatment

The questionnaire was made available online and distributed
through our private networks. To obtain a more diverse sample,
we complemented recruiting with snowball sampling, where ini-
tial participants were asked to spread the link. Participants who
completed the questionnaire could choose to either participate in a
raffle for one of ten shopping vouchers or to receive credit points
for their studies as compensation.
All data was collected anonymously. Participants gave an in-

formed consent to our storing and using their anonymous responses
for research purposes. We had a separate contact information form
for participants who wished to be compensated with a shopping
voucher. This contact information was collected in a separate ques-
tionnaire and deleted after compensations were issued. The survey
was filled by 576 participants, of which we only considered 364
complete responses for our analysis, as we excluded questionnaires
with any empty response fields.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Demographics
We distinguished between three cultures and a category other.
Among the 149 German participants, 76 self-identified as female and
73 as male, ages ranged from 17 to 64 years (M = 26.2, SD = 8.30),
125 participants had previous experience with VAs. From the 102
Chinese participants, 56 self-identified as female and 46 as male.
They were aged between 18 and 56 years (M = 28.8, SD = 5.27),
and 94 of them had previous experience with VAs. Lastly, from the
80 Egyptian participants, 39 self-identified as female and 41 as male.
They were aged between 20 and 67 years (M = 30.6, SD = 7.73),
and 70 of them had previous experience with VAs. 12 participants
chose English as their mother tongue and 21 chose other. As shown
in Table 3, gender was relatively balanced across all cultures.

Table 1: Distribution of questions over categories. The three
dimensions of the question space are projected onto two di-
mensions (social and technological), merging the context di-
mension for legibility.

Accept- Relat- Inter- Ethics Privacy Ques-
Technology ance ionship action tions

General 1 5 1 1 1 9
Voice recognition 1 1 1 1 3 7
Voice synthesis - - 5 3 - 8
Emotion detection 1 - 1 1 1 4
Emotion synthesis 1 - 2 2 1 6
Perso. detection 1 - - - - 1
Perso. synthesis - 1 2 - 1 4

Questions 5 7 12 8 7 39

Table 2: List of questions in the English version of the ques-
tionnaire. The bold question numbers indicate Likert-scale-
based answers. Underlined question numbers indicate cate-
gorical choices, and italic indicate free text entry.

questions on demographic data
A1. What is your native language?
A2. How old are you? Please state your age in years.
A3. Please select your gender.
A4. What is your professional field or field of study?
A5. How would you rate your computer skills?
A6. Which voice assistants have you used before?
A7. How often do you use voice assistants?

questions on general technology
B1. Voice assistants are becoming more and more common. What is your

attitude towards voice assistants?
B2. Do you prefer a standardized voice assistant with the same voice for

everyone (like Alexa or Siri) or a voice assistant that has a unique voice
exclusively for you?

B3. Do you want to have conversations with your voice assistant that are not
task related e.g. chitchat?

B4. Voice assistants can be used by anyonewho is able to verbally communicate
regardless of age. Do you think there should be an age restriction on the
usage of voice assistants by minors?

B5. Do you want to have a child-mode, so children can play and learn with
voice assistants

B6. Do you want to use a voice assistant that supports your mental health?
B7. How do you want your voice assistant to deal with your mental health?
B8. Do you think in some situations (e.g. during the COVID-19 pandemic)

voice assistants could substitute conversations with human beings?
B9. Your voice assistant has to know about your preferences to become per-

sonalized. How do you want your voice assistant to learn about your
preferences?
questions on voice recognition

C1. Do you want to be identified by your voice assistant?
C2. Do you feel comfortable using voice assistants, knowing they record ev-

ery interaction with you and send the collected data to the server of a
company?

C3. You use your voice assistant together with other members of your house-
hold. How should the voice assistant prioritize multiple or contradicting
inputs coming from different people at the same time?

C4. Do you think it is ethically justifiable to allow voice assistants to respond
according to hierarchical structures instead of treating everybody equally?
This could lead to e.g. needing your confirmation for your child’s com-
mands or prioritizing the commands of the voice assistant’s owner.

C5. A personalized voice assistant that fits your preferences and needs must
collect at least some data. What type of data may your voice assistant
collect and store, so you still feel comfortable?

C6. When you use your voice assistant and other people are talking in the
same room, their unintentional voice input is also recorded and stored by
your voice assistant. Do you think these people should be informed that
their voice may be recorded?

C7. You ask your voice assistant to look up vegan recipes. Your voice assistant
replies: “You mentioned last month that you do not like carrots, I therefore
looked up recipes without carrots for you. Here are my suggestions”. The
voice assistant adapted its suggestions to information you gave in the past.
Do you want your voice assistant to refer to information you gave in the
past?
questions on voice synthesis

D1. What age do you generally prefer for the voice of a voice assistant?
D2. What gender do you generally prefer for the voice of a voice assistant?
D3. Which voice do you prefer for a voice assistant designed for children?
D4. Do you want your personal voice assistant to be able to speak and under-

stand dialects?
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D5. It is possible to synthesize any voice, even the voice of existing people.
Which voice do you choose for your voice assistant?

D6. If there was the possibility to recreate the voice from a person that has
passed away, do you think it would be acceptable to use their voice?

D7. Most voice assistants come with a female voice by default. A news organi-
zation stated: “Women have been made into servants once again. Except
this time, they’re digital.” Do you agree or disagree?

D8. Do you believe voice assistants should respond differently depending on
the users age, e.g. by using child friendly language?
questions on emotion detection

E1. A voice assistant that is able to detect emotions responds more consider-
ately and naturally. Do you want to use a voice assistant that is able to
detect your emotions?

E2. What kind of insight do you want on the emotions your voice assistant
detects?

E3. Do you believe a voice assistant could manipulate you (e.g. for commercial
purposes) when being able to detect and interpret your emotions?

E4. Do you want your voice assistant to store the emotions it detects, so it can
track your emotional well-being?
questions on emotion synthesis

F1. There are linguistic parameters (e.g. words, phrases) and paralinguistic
parameters (e.g. pitch, intensity) in a voice that can be interpreted as
emotions. How do you want your personal voice assistant to express
emotions?

F2. Imagine you had a bad day. Your voice assistant detects sadness. How do
you want your voice assistant to react to how you feel?

F3. You use your voice assistant to get a news update. Do you want the device
to adapt to the content, e.g. in tone or expressed emotions?

F4. The emotions of your voice assistant could influence your mood. Which
emotions should your voice assistant be allowed to express?

F5. Do you believe a voice interface should be able to show affection to you?
F6. Do you want your voice assistant to change which emotions it shows

when other people (e.g. guests, roommates, partner, etc.) are present?
questions on personality detection

G1. Do you want to use a voice assistant that is able to detect and adapt to
your personality?
questions on personality synthesis

H1. In what kind of relationship do you want your personal assistant to interact
with you?

H2. You share a voice assistant with other members of your household. Do
you prefer to have a device with one personality per household or one
that shows different personalities depending on the person using it?

H3. Active voice assistants initiate conversations, make suggestions, and state
their opinion. Passive voice assistants do not initiate conversations but
rather wait for your commands and they do not make suggestions without
being asked. Do you want your personal voice assistant to be more active
or passive?

H4. You use your mobile voice assistant at home in your room. You leave the
house to take the bus. In the bus you decide to use your voice assistant
again. How do you want the personality of your voice assistant to adapt
to the new surrounding?

Table 3: Age (mean and standard deviation) and gender
(number and percentage) distribution by mother tongue for
364 participants.

Mother Age (Mean, SD) Male Female Total

German M = 26.2, SD = 8.30 73 (49.0%) 76 (51.0%) 149
Chinese M = 28.8, SD = 5.27 46 (45.1%) 56 (54.9%) 102
Egyptian M = 30.6, SD = 7.73 41 (51.3%) 39 (48.8%) 80
other M = 26.6, SD = 6.97 18 (54.6%) 15 (45.5%) 33

Overall M = 27.9, SD = 7.51 178 (48.9%) 186 (51.1%) 364

4.2 General Attitude
We asked about the general attitude towards voice assistants (cf.
Figure 1). The majority (58.5%) of participants have a positive atti-
tude towards voice assistants. However, there is also a group (19.2%)
with an averse attitude.

0
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Very pleased Pleased Rather pleased No attitude Rather averse Averse Very averse
B1−General Attitude
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Figure 1: General attitude (B1) towards voice assistants for
all participants.

Figure 2 shows an overview of the results of all Likert-scale-based
questions. All these questions are on a 5-point scale from ’Yes’ to
’No’ except for two questions. B2 ranges from ’standardized’ to
’personalized ’and H3 ranges from ’active’ to ’passive’. It depends
on the question whether a bar to the left or the right side means
a positive attitude, but for all questions the bars go to both sides.
Our results answer RQ1 by showing that there is no common
opinion, and voice assistants often have to deal with users of varying
opinions.
Figure 3 shows the correlations between each pair of Likert-scale-

based questions. The matrix clearly shows a strong correlation
between many pairs of questions. This means that there are groups
of questions which are interrelated in the view of the participants.
The answers to most questions are spread over a spectrum and
are not homogeneous. Altogether this suggests that we may find
certain groups of users who answered a certain group of question
homogeneously, which means there are different user types. In
section 4.6, we will examine this in more detail. Figure 4 and 5 show
plots of the users’ attitude towards emotion (E1) and personality
detection (G1). There is an obvious correlation for this combination
as can be seen from the fact that most data is on the diagonal. The
largest group are the users who answered both questions with
’rather yes’. The group of users who answered both questions with
’no’ are mostly German. This matches the results presented in
section 4.6.
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Figure 2: Overview of values for all Likert-based questions.
The numbers on the gray field in the middle show the per-
centage of participants with no opinion. The numbers on
the right and left side show the percentage of positive (yes
and rather yes) and negative (no and rather no) answers re-
spectively. The overview shows that the questions were an-
swered in both directions.

4.3 Selected Results
In the following section we discuss the most valuable insights from
our results, based on their relevance to our research questions and
on how timely they are to the on-going research on VAs.

4.3.1 Dialects. An overwhelming majority of our participants fa-
vored voice assistants which can speak dialects (D4). On an emo-
tional level the question on the dialect is a question on the ’feeling
of being understood’ and ’speaking my language’. There are no
differences based on gender, yet based on culture (see Figure 6 and
7). Egyptians had the strongest demand for dialects, potentially
because Arab is spoken in many countries with country-specific
dialects. Amazon’s Alexa already offers five different dialects of
English, and three dialects of Spanish. The desire for voice assistants
speaking dialects will result in more available dialects in future.

4.3.2 Voice of People who Passed Away. One aim of our survey was
to identify ethical limits. As it is technically possible to synthesize
existing voices (if there are recordings), and this means also voices
of people who passed away, we asked participants what they think
about the usage of such voices (D6). These voices could be from
relatives, for example, the grandmother, or famous people like
actors, entertainers or statesmen. Those people cannot be asked for
permission anymore. Another question is whether it is acceptable
to revive persons in such a way. However, we simply asked the
question without mentioning those aspects or giving examples.
The results are depicted in Figure 8 and 9. The majority of the
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Figure 3: Correlation matrix for all Likert-based questions.
The overview (Figure 2) shows that the questions were an-
swered in great variation. The correlated pairs in the matrix
tell that a participant who answered one question in a cer-
tain way also answers other question in the same way. From
this we can conclude that there might be distinct types of
users.

participants did not like the idea. The results by culture show that
the concerns are biggest among Egyptians, followed closely by
Germans.

4.3.3 Taking Care of Mental Health. Mental health is a sensitive
topic. Health problems, especially psychological problems, are con-
fidential as they may affect the relation to others. It was interesting
for us to find out, whether users could build up the same bond
of trust with a voice assistant as with a doctor. Figure 10 and 11
show the results for question B6. The majority of the people would
like a voice assistant that takes care of their mental health. This
also means that the trust in the diagnosis done by an artificial
intelligence is quite high.

4.3.4 Private and Public Use. We asked whether a voice assistant
running on a smartphone should change its personality when not
being in a private environment but in public transport (H4). Fig-
ure 12 shows the results. The largest group wants to have a neutral
personality in public. However, the second largest group is the
group of people who do not care about the missing privacy and
want no change in personality. The question what your personal
communication device tells others about you does not only arise
for personalized voice assistants. We know this question already
from the personal ringtone of a mobile device.

4.3.5 Obeying Hierarchies. The answers for the question whether
the voice assistant should obey hierarchies are evenly distributed
over the Likert-scale from ’yes’ to ’no’. It seems that there is no clear
opinion on this topic. Although there is a small tendency for the
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Figure 5: Attitude towards emotion and personality detec-
tion across gender. The distribution for gender is quite even.

male participants to obey hierarchies, there are no clear differences
by gender (see Figure 13). Looking at the answers by culture (see
Figure 14), the distribution is not uniform. The highest peak for
Egyptians is on ’yes’, for Chinese it is on ’no opinion’, and for the
Germans on ’rather no’.
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Figure 6: Results by gender for question D4 on whether a
voice assistant should be able to speak dialects.
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Figure 7: Results by culture for question D4 on whether a
voice assistant should be able to speak dialects.

The social hierarchy of voice assistant users also has implications.
Imagine a smart home environment with voice assistant control
and the child telling the voice assistant to turn up the heating. Then
the father says that the heating should be turned down. Existing
voice assistants always execute the last order and this give the
child the possibility to override the father’s command and start
a childish game. At this moment the father may wish hierarchy-
awareness of the voice assistant. Now the mother comes in and
the question arises whether she is on the same, a lower or higher
hierarchy level than the father. The same question arises for the
grandparents. Typically, there are (potentially complex) hierarchy
levels in a family, but they may be unspoken or hidden. A hierarchy-
aware VA would need to make these unspoken hierarchies explicit
to some extent.

4.4 Gender Influence
We analyzed all Likert-based questions with a Wilcoxon-signed-
rank test regarding gender. The results are summarized in Table 4.
Out of 21 questions there are only five questions where the p-value
is below the 5%-significance level. However, we should keep in
mind that when looking for a 5%-significance level one of twenty
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Figure 8: Results for question D6 on the usage of voices from
people who passed away.
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Figure 9: Results by culture for question D6 on the usage of
voices from people who passed away.

tests may report significance by chance. Therefore, we applied a
Bonferroni correction and tested on a significance of 5%/21 = 0.0024
for the 21 questions in the gender comparison. There are only
two questions (D7, D8), for which the test indicated a significant
difference. Therefore, we argue that there are only small differences
between the genders.
One of the significant differences between the genders is the

question about the gender issue (D7), which asked about the attitude
on female voice as default for voice assistants. Women see this more
skeptical than men. As this is a gender-specific question, it is not
surprising that the answers differ by gender. Figure 15 shows the
distribution of the answers by gender. The other question with
a significant difference between the genders is whether a voice
assistant should respond differently to a child (D8). The distribution
of the answers by gender is given on the right side of Figure 16.
Women think children should not be treated like adults. However,
this result should be taken with care, as there was a similar question
(B5) asking whether there should be a child mode, which does not
show a significant difference for gender.
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Figure 10: Results for question B6 on whether a voice assis-
tant should take care of the user’s mental health.
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Figure 11: Results by culture for question B6 on whether a
voice assistant should take care of the user’s mental health.
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4.5 Differences by Culture
As mentioned before, our intention to conduct the study in different
cultures was rather to better understand diverse user populations,
than to show that cultures are significantly different. Even if there
are significant differences in the answers by cultures, this does
not necessarily mean that the reason for the difference lies in the
culture. The reason for differences could also lie in different wealth
or in the number of voice assistants used currently.
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Figure 13: Results by gender for question C4 on whether a
voice assistant should obey hierarchies.
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Figure 14: Results by culture for question C4 on whether a
voice assistant should obey hierarchies.

For all cultural comparisons we dropped all results from partici-
pants which stated English or other as their mother tongue, as their
number is relatively small and will not give valid statistical results.
Table 4 shows the results of a Wilcoxon-signed-rank test for com-
parisons of the mean values for the Likert-scale-based questions. As
we did three comparisons for 21 questions, we used a Bonferrroni
correction and set the significance level to 5%/63 (=0,00126%). It
shows differences for the general attitude (B1) across all cultures.
There are differences in the general attitude towards voice assistants
across the cultures. The bar chart for this question across cultures
is given in Figure 17. Most Chinese welcome the technology, Egyp-
tians have a balanced opinion, and only some Germans are very
averse towards emotion- and personality-aware voice assistants.
Figure 18 shows the answers to the question whether a female

voice for a voice assistant degradeswomen to servants. Themajority
does not agree to the statement in all cultures, however among the
cultures the Chinese do agree much more than the Egyptians, and
the Germans are between both positions.
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Figure 15: Opinion on default female voice (D7) by gender.
This is one of two questions where we found significant dif-
ferences by gender.
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Figure 16: Opinion on whether children should get a differ-
ent response (D8) by gender. This is one of two questions
where we found significant differences by gender.

4.6 Enthusiasts, Pragmatists, and Skeptics
As shown in section 4.2 and Figure 3, participants’ answers correlate.
Together with the fact that there are participants on both sides of
the scale in Figure 2, we took this as an indication that there may
exist different types of users, and decided to run a cluster detection
on our results. For this, we used all questions answered on a Likert-
scale to detect clusters. In particular, these are B1, B3, B5, B6, B8,
C1, C4, C6, C7, D4, D6, D7, D8, E1, E3, E4, F3, F5, G1. This means
that we had to search for clusters in a 19-dimensional space. All
these Likert-scale questions provide numeric values in the same
range from 1 to 5 except one question (B1) with a range from 1 to 7.
For grouping the data points [29], K-means and agglomerative

hierarchical clustering [8, 39, 46] are the two main methods which
are considered adequate for a clustering analysis of Likert-scale
data. The same methods have also been proposed for detecting user
groups before [20]. Typically, K-means clustering is done after a
principal component analysis (PCA) [13] to reduce the dimension-
ality before starting the cluster detection algorithm. Jin and Han
[30] proposed K-medoids clustering as a variant of K-means that
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Table 4: p-values of Wilcoxon signed-rank test for Likert-scale-based questions comparing gender and the three cultures.
Values below 0.001 are given as <.001. Values at or below 0.05 are shown in blue. Values below 0.0024 (0.05/21) for gender and
0.0009 (0.05/63) for culture show significant differences after a Bonferroni correction and are colored in green.

Likert Scale Questions Gender Chinese-German Chinese-Egyptian Egyptian-German

B1. General Attitude .157 <.001 .005 .039
B2. Personalized Voice .145 .366 .472 .997
B3. Chitchat .529 <.001 .216 .006
B5. Child mode .296 .056 .007 <.001
B6. Mental health .674 <.001 .442 <.001
B8. Substitute of human .102 <.001 .002 .169

C1. Voice identification .160 .089 <.001 <.001
C4. Hierarchy of users .081 .303 .016 .002
C6. Informing others .500 <.001 <.001 .233
C7. Remembering information .018 .107 .008 <.001

D4. Ability to understand dialects .699 .049 <.001 <.001
D6. Usage of dead person’s voice .367 <.001 <.001 .342
D7. Gender issues <.001 .044 .005 .181
D8. Response to children <.001 <.001 .928 <.001

E1. Emotion detection .106 <.001 .750 <.001
E3. Manipulation Issue .679 <.001 <.001 .980
E4. Emotion Storage .033 <.001 .361 <.001

F3. Content adaption .281 <.001 .062 <.001
F5. Affection .201 <.001 .641 <.001

G1. Personality detection .003 <.001 .073 <.001

H3. Active or passive .091 <.001 .236 <.001

is more robust to noise and outliers, which was also confirmed by
Shamsuddin and Mahat [58]. We therefore used K-medoids after a
PCA with the PAM (Partitioning Around Medoids) algorithm [33].
One key parameter for both K-means and K-medoids is the selection
of a value for K, which can be done using the elbow method, the
silhouette coefficient algorithm or the gap statistics algorithm [70].
Both the elbowmethod (see Figure 19) and the gap statistics (see Fig-
ure 20) suggested a value of k = 3, so we used this in our K-medoids
cluster detection. The result is depicted on Figure 21.
The next step was to find a meaning and a name for the clusters.

After closer inspection, we felt that the three clusters somehow
represented users who are positive, neutral or skeptical towards
emotion and personality-aware voice assistants. To test this as-
sumption, we plotted the general attitude (B1) for all three clusters.
Figure 22 shows the result and seems to confirm our assumption.We
then decided to call these user groups the Enthusiasts, Pragmatists,
and Skeptics, respectively. Finally, we evaluated the membership in
clusters with respect to cultures and gender. The result is shown in
Figure 23 and 24. The figures show that the user types are equally
distributed by gender, but that the distribution differs across cul-
tures. The Chinese seem to be mostly Enthusiasts or Pragmatists,

while the percentage of Skeptics is relatively small. Germans, on
the other side, have the highest portion of Skeptics. Half of the
Egyptians are Enthusiasts, while the rest are either Pragmatists or
Skeptics.
To check whether the automatically detected clusters give a better

partitioning than language or gender, we calculated their Dunn
Index. The Dunn Index [7, 51] is the ratio of the smallest distance
between data not in the same cluster to the largest distance within
a cluster. The higher the distance between clusters and the smaller
the cluster diameters, the higher the Dunn Index. For clusters by
gender, the Dunn Index Dдender is 0.116. For clusters by culture,
the Dunn Index Dculture is 0.091. The Dunn Index for the user
types Duser type is 0.170 and thus substantially higher than the
other two. This implies that a separation by detected user type is
more descriptive than by gender or culture alone (RQ2-4).

5 DISCUSSION
Our results confirmed some things we had expected before starting
the study, but also revealed a number of surprises. For one thing,
there do not seem to be any notable differences between genders,
except for the two clearly gender-related items. This means that
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Figure 17: General attitude towards voice assistants across
cultures. The Chinese have a rather positive attitude, the
Egyptians’ attitude is balanced, and Germans are more skep-
tical.
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Figure 18: Answers for the gender issue across cultures. Egyp-
tians see less problems in a female default voice.

it will not make any sense to develop gender-specific Voice Assis-
tants. In contrast, some intercultural differences appear to exist,
but they are relatively small, given many uncertainties in these
judgments. We were unable to find clear regularities in these differ-
ences that would allow clear design guidelines for culture-specific
Voice Assistants. Finally, there clearly exist three different types of
attitudes towards emotional voice assistants, and these exist in in a
cross-cultural way. This means that there is a chance for a universal
design of emotional Voice Assistants which is helpful across cul-
tures. Coincidentally, Pell et al. [52] also found that basic emotions
manifest themselves in similar acoustic features across different
languages. It seems that both the expression and recognition of
emotion and the attitude towards VAs using this capability vary
independently of language or culture.
Our cluster analysis revealed that the differences in attitudes are

better characterized by splitting users into Enthusiasts, Pragmatists,
and Skeptics instead of differentiating by culture, language or gen-
der, but how can we use this in designing better Voice Assistants?
The three clusters essentially differ in their level of agreeing with
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Figure 19: k-value estimation with the elbow method. The
methods suggests 3 for the number of clusters.
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Figure 20: k-value estimation with the gap statistics. Also
this method suggests 3 for the number of clusters.

their Voice Assistants having emotional features. Therefore, we
probably will have to design voice assistants in a way that their
emotional behavior and their emotion detection is adjustable. Ide-
ally, we would have a scale on which we could set the level of
emotionality for the assistant and one could imagine commands
such as "Alexa, less emotions please".
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Figure 21: Visualization of the three clusters detected by K-
medoids cluster detection after PCA.
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Figure 22: Distribution of general attitude (B1) by member-
ship in a cluster. This bar chart allows to associate cluster
member to attitude and gives the clusters a meaning. The
three clusters represent positive, neutral and skeptical users.

However, we have no indication for a default level of emotion-
ality derived from a simple user profile (e.g., language, cultural
background or gender). Therefore, an improved emotion-aware VA
might, for example, start with a low emotionality setting, just above
neutral, and ask the user from time to time whether they like or
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Figure 23: Cluster membership by culture. Every culture has
all types of users, however the distribution varies.
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Figure 24: Cluster membership by gender. For gender, the
user types are almost equally distributed.

dislike this feature. Alternatively, a direct configuration via prefer-
ences or in a startup dialog is plausible, but there is a considerable
risk that this approach would not be used much, since it does not
provide any immediate benefit to the user. The ultimate solution
we imagine is that the VA could recognize implicitly how well its
emotionality is received by its user and self-adjust to the optimal
level. This will, however, require substantial future work.
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Our results also leave a number of questions unanswered, and
even raise new ones: How, for example, should VAs react to the
emotions they detect? Should they mirror them or rather try to
counteract, and if so, at which level of intensity? Recent work by
Völkel et al. [64] has started to explore the desired personality
of VAs, but an intercultural perspective will have to be added for
scalability across different markets. In addition, it also remains open
how to detect the matching personality implicitly from dialog data.
Other recent work by Ma et al. [42] and Juslin et al. [31] has started
to investigate the difference between real and fake emotions. It
remains open which ones VAs should react to.
Finally, a Voice Assistant that competently uses emotions also has

the potential to use them in a bad way and cause considerable emo-
tional damage. This potential problem is amplified by the tailored
and personal nature of a potential emotional adaption. Similar to
the type of misinformation that we can observe by so-called filter
bubbles in social networks, this could lead to emotional bubbles
with your personal and personalized Voice Assistant. This raises
the question whether potentially, some of Asimov’s robot laws [2]
would have to be transferred to this situation, stating, for example,
that "A Voice Assistant may not emotionally harm a human being
or, through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm."

6 LIMITATIONS
The reason for running our survey in different cultures was to get
a better understanding of diverse user groups. However, our partic-
ipants are still far from representative, obviously because we sam-
pled just 3 cultures, but also because we recruited the participants
from the authors’ networks, where academics are over-represented.
Another common drawback of questionnaires is the self report
bias [14].
We also had a considerable portion of participants who started

the questionnaire, but did not fill it completely. It is not clear why
these participants quit the survey and we assume that the size of the
questionnaire is to blame, but it is also entirely possible that some
participants felt provoked by some of our questions. In this case
we might have missed some averse opinions and in consequence
there might be a general bias towards positive attitudes.
Finally, some of the questions we asked in our survey are probably

deeper than they look. Participants had only a few minutes to
decide about their opinion, but we found that among the authors,
we could discuss for hours about most questions. It remains likely
that participants were not aware of all possible consequences and
implications. They might actually change their minds after having
had more time to think about these implications. However, there
is no simple way around this in a study that attempts to involve
a larger number of participants in a manageable time frame, and
the answers provided certainly have their value as a snapshot of
current opinions and attitudes.
When comparing cultures, existing research also suggests that

there are inherent risks in the unavoidable between-groups com-
parison [50]. It was stated that the differences observed in such
studies may disappear with a more widespread access to the tech-
nologies studied. In addition, public opinions may change over time,
which means that the same questionnaire might produce different
results if conducted in several years, however, since the field of

voice assistants and emotion recognition is currently developing
very fast, we can only claim to provide a temporary appraisal of
user attitudes towards emotion-aware voice assistants. On the pos-
itive side, we hope that our findings will help to improve future
voice assistants and thereby contribute to the very development
that might invalidate them.

7 CONCLUSION
Our results show that the majority of participants welcomes
emotion- and personality-aware voice assistants in general (En-
thusiasts). However, there is also a considerable fraction of users
who are rather skeptical (Skeptics). For one thing, this indicates that
attitudes are split across society and that VAs will have to meet a
spectrum of attitudes and preconceptions. However, there were no
clear and simple correlations between these attitudes and simple
parameters, such as gender or culture alone. Of course, there was
also a large group of participants with a mostly neutral opinion
(Pragmatists).
In fact we found only very few statistically significant differences

for gender. The differences we did find were mostly across cultures.
However, this does not mean that people from different cultures
are generally different. Actually, our cluster analysis revealed that
there are different basic types of users which are present in all
cultures (see Figure 23). The difference between cultures then can
be attributed to the distribution of user types in each.
Another conclusion from our results is that there is no need to

develop gender-specific voice assistants, as gender-specific differ-
ences were small in all our analyses. We can also conclude that it
would be an inefficient approach to develop culture-specific voice
assistants beyond the language aspect as, despite all differences,
each culture has all kinds of users. Instead, VAs should rather be
tailored to the respective basic user type. The consequence of differ-
ent user types is that there will be no voice assistant which fits all.
Therefore, voice assistants should be configurable to personal pref-
erences. The range should start from voice assistants without any
emotion- and personality-awareness and a slightly robotic voice
up to full emotion- and personality-awareness with a very natural
voice.
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